
Britain in such a fashion that it has not yet lost 
-and may never lose-its burnished glow. There 
is no doubt that what one termed “style” (before 
it fell into disrepute i n  political discussions) was 
a part of Churchill’s real strength. \.Vas it a fault 
in Churcl~ill that he made politics look gracious, 
as did Kennedy? Ii’ould it have been a political 
\virtue if he made politics look bcastlv, as does 
Joluison? The distinctions are not s o  neat, the 
loose ends do not so readily tie up. 

The most crucial point in  this debate, how- 
ever, tuins on whether the intellectual generally 
has a proper e l h a t i o n  of power and whether he 
can apprehend the political process in which that 
polver is wielded. This is a controversy that has 
a fairly long lu5to1-y and good prospects for a 
fairly ioiig future. It is not difficult to offer many 
csaniples of intellectuals (and artists and poets) 
who have sliown grievous misunderstanding of 
tlic political process and have fought for what in 
retrospect seem trivial, foolish and dangerous 
positions, \vho have criticized unwisely because 
thcy did not linow the limitations within which 
thc‘ politicinn, the decision-maker, must act. But 
such a list does not constitute proof of the thesis 
that intellectuals are temperamentally unsuited 
to the political life. For not onlv could one draw 
up an impressive list of professional politicians 
whose records Lvere equally damaging, but one 
could point out historical instances in which the 
intellectual operated in an effectikie political 
manner. I t  is true, of course, that one cannot 
continue a severe, academic life and become 
Iiiglily involved in the political process, but no 

one would wish to debate such an obvious point. 
The term intellectual, to have force and meaning, 
must embrace more than the academic. I t  must 
embrace, for example, many of those who are 
today offering opinions-and, quite naturally, dif- 
fering opinions-on the stakes in Vietnam and 
the proper course OF U.S. foreign policy in Viet- 
nam. 

Should these intellectuals refrain from political 
activity? It is true that they may and frequently 
will offer advice and opinion that is based on less 
than complete knowledge of Vietnam, on less 
than complete understanding of the process by 
which the decisions will ultimately be made, on 
concepts such as “national interest” that some 
politicians will value only for their rhetorical use. 
This and more can be said in criticism and reser- 
\ration. But such reservations do not lead to an 
inevitable conclusion that their voice in contem- 
porary political debate is without value. If intel- 
lectuals, with all their limitations, were to with- 
draw from political debate, public discussion and 
occasional activity in order to leave the field to 
the supposedly tougher, more sophisticated politi- 
cian, our public political life would be more bar- 
ren than it is. And there is no reason to believe 
that the political decisions would be improved 
in efficiency or quality. I t  is not impossible for 
intellectuals to learn-even about such matters as 
power, the political process and decision making. 
I t  is indeed by public discussion of these matters 
as they apply to Vietnam that the political pro- 
cess and political stability of the United States 
will be enhanced. J. F. 

fhe magazines 

In matters of foreign policy the U.S. government 
Iias abandoned “all ideology except the true and 
meaningful one of material progress,” states Robert 
H. \\‘elker in The Nation of November 1. hlorality 
is “irrelevant“ in the “current official line.” He says 
dint this “new line out of Washington” is based on 
the folowing ill-conceived, though “not in the least 
imp1 au s i ble” wo rl dview : 

“1. Pluralism. The real world is multiform, am- 
ples, turbulent, imperfect, unpredictable; hence pol- 
icies which are not to accord with ‘reality’ or ‘the 
facts’ must adapt to this plural rather than to any 
single reality. (Marsism, a ‘rigid‘ philosophy, can 
never do tllis, but Americans have always been 
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adaptable, inclusive, free and easy.) Recognition of 
this pluralism must surely lead to 

“2. Pragmatism. Policies must be discussed and 
undertaken on the basis of tentative conclusions, for 
immediate and even partial ends, and with a view 
to their effectiveness in a given situation-and not as 
part of some Grand Design. Take each situation as 
it comes; don’t fit the facts to conform with your 
ideas, but let your ideas emerge from the facts. 
Hence there must be 

“3. An End to Ideology. Ideological frameworks 
are outmoded in a pluralistic, imperfect world, and 
may be dangerous; the becloud rather than clanfy 
issues; they make it d d t  for the pragmatic h e r -  



ican to reach adjustments with the Marxist powers, 
and hence they threaten peace. In short, ideology 
is out of touch with the real world of the 1960’s and 
must be abandoned for the good of all. . . . 
“4. Serious Rescrwtions About AIL Moral Judg- 

ments. Presumably ‘moral’ actions are preferred to 
‘immoral’ ones, but invoking moral principles is an 
ambiguous proceeding at best, and at worst can lead 
to actions wholly out of keeping with the pluralistic. 
pragmatic, ‘real’ n.orld of the 196O’s, from \vlucli, if 
we only bother to look, ideology ils a meaninghl 
concept has already in fact fled, and rigid moral 
principles are fast fleeting.” 

If one is sympathetic to this line of thought, 
IVelker continues, “one may feel a certain sympathy 
for the deluded and *tender-minded’ among us, those 
ndio persist in judging separate events as moral 
problems in themselves”; but the so-called “tough- 
minded know that a world of pluralism and priig- 
matism and exQiring ideology is also a world of com- 
plete moral relatiLism.” They ivould say that “in fact 
the most realistic idea is to dispense entirely \\*it11 

the word ‘morality’ itself, because it  suggests* n rec- 
ognized standard’of behavior, even a set of rules: 
but it is just that standard, just those rules, which 
have disappeared from the real u.orld of the 1960’s. 

“IVilliam James spoke of a hloral Equivalent to 
Ii‘nr; in our time we have found a Practical Equi\r- 
dent  to hiornls. IVe act not as we ‘sliould’ but as we 
must; we proceed not in the light of some outmoded 
‘morality’ but in the light of clear necessity.” l l r .  
IVelker suggests that “perhaps Hany Truman is die 
model here. He has said that he had no hesitation in 
ordering the bombing of Hiroshinia and Nagasaki. 
and has never lost any sleep over the decision. Real- 
ism can scarcely reach greater heights. . . .” 
0 

Saville Davis, chief of the Christian Science Afoiii- 
tor’s IVashington Bureau and n self-titled “micldle- 
ground liberal in the broad sense of the \\,orcl,” pre- 
sents one other view of prevailing “Patterns and 
Problems in US .  Foreign Policy,” in the October 
issue of the British quarterly Intcrnutional Afairs. 

This article, Davis says, ‘Iias a single thesis: that 
most of the surface frustrations of American foreign 
policy today, notably in Vietnam and the Donunican 
Republic . . . trace back to a deep-lying fluw in the 
American poshvar position.” That flaw, he explains, 
derives from the fact “that the United States began 
her new international career after U70rld If‘ar I1 in 
full milikxry emergency and never esbicated herself 
thereafter. She never lemed that political force has 
come to outrank military force. She has not even 
debated the question to any significant degree. She 
has pemiitted herself to be pushed into the position 
\vliere the Communists wanted to push her: aligned 
against the revolutionary tides of the time.” For “if 

the Communists are to succeed in their brand of 
wars of liberation, they have to persuade the people 
of a given country that the h e r i c m s  are counter- 
revolutionaries, that their aims are militaristic and 
neo-imperialist and ciin only be defeated by lctting 
the Comniunists take over the leadership.” 

Davis anticipates the “familiar argument heard . . . 
in the United States” that “freedom from csternd 
and internal subversion by the Communist powers 
lias to be secured first ‘and that domestic frcedoni 
can then follow.” He contends that “this position no 
longer holds logic in today’s world. Thc in Wet- 
nam,” for esample, “is more political than it is mili- 
tary. Thc ‘wars of liberation’ sponsored by the viiri- 
ous forces of cominunism arc domestic revolutions 
against the tyranny of the privileged few in those 
countries. They are fought, from inside and out, by  
the modem teclmiques of guemlla war which are 
tlirn~sel\.es more political than military. . . .” 

“The American people are simply and honorably 
committed, for the most put ,  to popular jiovcrnment 
a t  home,” hfr. Davis goes on to say. ‘Yet this poplnr  
goi.eniment increasingly and persistently givcs hug‘ 
sums of American money and vast qunntitirs of 
American guns to repressive governments wliicli use 
this power to block political opposition and refonti. 

“The United States cannot put down wars of lib- 
eration in countries desperately needing political 
and social reform by plaving the Fascist or by being 
mnneuvered into tliat position, no matter 1io’w purr 
its motives. . . . This is the ghost at thc banquet oi 
.4merican prosperity and power today. hlost of the 
assembled compnny do not see it.” 
a 

I n  otlicr publications: 
Alan F. Geyer, writing in the United Chrircli Hcr- 

ald (November), finds “little evidence of serious de- 
bate” about the “red issues’’ of Vietnam. IVhat we 
Iinve wvitnessed, he says, are “spiritcd verbal slugfests 
. . . \\<thin the academic and religious community.” 

I t  is tho iluthor’s ‘‘own belief . . . that the C O ~ -  
plesit) of the Vietnamese war is so great that it is 
impossible for any human mind to put together all 
of the vital facts with historical and moral integrity.” 
“No\vhere,” he says, ‘%as the world demanded of tlw 
earnest Christian more modesty of pronouncement 
or more patience in the efFort to gain understanding.” 

.4 Christiuri Ccrifiirtj editorial (November 3)  nd- 
\rises critics of the student protest denionstrations 
iigainst U.S. policy in Vietnam to “save the talk of 
national embarrassment for that time nhen we put 
the foot down and forbid the people to eqxess in- 
di\vidually and collectively their disagreement \vi t h  
national policy. Demonstrations within peaceful 
bounds are not a shame but an index of our glory.” 

P.\\lPHILUS 
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